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W hen the famed U.S. bank robber Willie Sut-
ton was asked why he robbed banks, his re-

tort was both commonsensical and unvarnished: 
“That’s where the money is.”1 And that’s not a bad 
place to start for any investor who wants to under-
stand why the powerful head of some U.S. Congres-
sional Committee in Washington, D.C. has launched 
yet another investigation of the wealthy and big 
business. Today’s Congressional Committee chairs 
are parasites, dedicated to taking as much wealth as 
possible from as many productive people as possi-
ble with the least loss of votes. The best way to do 
this, of course, is to target the wealthiest people, not 
only because “that’s where the money is,” but be-
cause they are fewer in number and because most 
other voters are envious haters of the rich.  
 
But a more insidious (and less-reported) motivation 
behind the Congressional Committeeman’s assault 
on the rich is his desire to elicit campaign contribu-
tions. On the surface it may seem an insane strategy, 
to denounce or threaten those from whom you wish 
to obtain money. But the logic is otherwise if you’re 
a power-wielding Congressman heading a major 
committee; in the end, the U.S. Congress can take 
your wealth by force. The frontal attack on wealth 
also works because many rich people today feel an 
unearned guilt for their success and wealth; as such, 
they often become eager to appease their attackers, 
or to “give back to the community.” When this hap-
pens the Congressional sharks see the blood in the 
water; but instead of exposing themselves to the 
public as the blood-suckers they really are, they pose 

publicly as “crusaders” for tax “fairness” and “the 
little guy.” Behind closed doors the Congressional 
investigator really wants to see a veritable “lobbying 
frenzy” among the wealthy; it makes him feel im-
portant and swells his campaign coffers. If powerful 
Congressmen today discover any group of rich peo-
ple, or large and successful firm, or prospering in-
dustry that’s not contributing to campaigns or main-
taining a lobbying presence in Washington, before 
long they target or investigate the miscreants. Egged 
on by the media, Congressmen begin to condemn 
the wealthy (and inattentive) targets for being 
“under-taxed” or “too-lightly regulated.” Before 
long the lobbying efforts are ramped up – and the 
campaign contributions come pouring in.  
 
This is exactly the result sought by the typical Con-
gressional Committee chair. It’s a common myth 
that he seeks “fairness” or “detests” the lobbying 
and special interests. He cites “fairness” only to 
cash in on the public’s envy of the rich and to divert 
attention from his brazen money grab. Instead of 
detesting lobbying, he invites and encourages it; he 
knows that by threatening the wealthy with more 
taxes and more regulation he can get them to make 
campaign contributions, even if the extra taxes and 
regulations are never imposed. This is a shakedown 
– legalized extortion – pure and simple.  
 
And this is precisely what a half-dozen Committee 
chairman in the new Democrat-controlled Congress 
are gearing up to do beginning in July and August. 
Their targets this time are the wealthy managers of 
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Where the Money Is 

1  Born in Brooklyn in 1901, Sutton stole an estimated $2 million from over 100 banks U.S. from the 1920s to the 1940s. After serving nearly half his life in 
prison, he died in 1980. See Willie Sutton, Where the Money Was: The Memoirs of a Bank Robber (New York: Viking Press, 1976). 
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hedge funds and private equity firms; Congress 
(including Republicans) wants to regulate them 
more and nearly triple their current tax rate, from 15% 
to as much as 45%. Thus the tax retention rate 
would drop by more than one-third, from 85 cents 
on the dollar to 55 cents. This will reduce the man-
agers’ incentives; other things equal, it’s a bearish 
development for the market, even if the full tax 
rates are not imposed. Hedge fund managers allo-
cate capital efficiently and keep markets liquid; 
they’ve grown enormously in recent years not only 
because they deliver higher, risk-adjusted returns 
but because the fund managers (and their investing 
clients) prefer the privacy and freedom of a less-
regulated environment. Private equity managers are 
also productive, taking inefficient and ill-managed 

publicly-traded firms private; then spend a few 
years to improve their operations and eventually re-
sell them. Besides taking advantage of lower finance 
costs and more readily available money from pen-
sion funds, private equity firms have been helping 
CEOs escape the gargantuan costs and headaches 
imposed by the onerous Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 
2002. Since that law was enacted hundreds of pub-
licly-listed firms in the U.S. have de-listed or have 
moved to less-onerous exchanges (i.e., London). 
Instead of repealing Sarbanes-Oxley, the current 
Congress is determined to launch on assault on 
those who’ve tried successfully to escape its tenta-
cles.  
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InterMarket Forecasting, Inc. (IFI) is an independent investment research and forecasting firm that quantifies market-
price signals to guide the asset allocation decisions and trading strategies of investment advisors, pension plans, 
asset managers, financial institutions and hedge funds. Since its founding in 2000 IFI has provided objective research 
and specific, practical advice to help investment managers maximize risk-adjusted returns and out-perform their 
benchmarks. 

IFI’s investment advice flows directly from its regression-based proprietary models, which are based on a careful 
scrutiny of long-term market data and historical patterns. Markets are inter-connected such that price changes have 
forecasting power. IFI identifies the quantitative links and distinct causal patterns of market history and uses these to 
signal portfolio outcomes. IFI’s service and forecasts address the five major asset classes – currencies, commodities, 
stocks, bonds and bills – as well as sub-classes, including: large-cap vs. small-cap stocks, value stocks vs. growth 
stocks, stocks by sector, government bonds vs. corporate bonds, credit spreads and shifts in the yield curve. IFI’s 
time horizon is six and twelve months ahead. Clients receive the following four reports each month by e-mail (an 
interactive, web-based archive is also available): 

  The InterMarket Forecaster – comprehensive forecasts, analyses and AA advice for over 150 assets 

  Investment Focus – in-depth, historical analyses of the factors which drive a specific asset or asset class 

  Investor Alert – brief but timely analyses of recent market developments that might alter our forecasts 

  The Capitalist Advisor – analysis of political-policy factors that might materially influence investments  

Methodologically, IFI’s research emphasizes the incentives and disincentives faced by producers, savers and 
investors and how these effect investments – the essence of classical or “supply-side” economics, in contrast to the 
flawed themes and track records of Keynesian economics. IFI views markets as global, inter-connected, and often 
politicized, so it also provides a rational framework for understanding and predicting how policies (monetary, fiscal, 
regulatory) will influence investment performance. IFI has no vested interest in rising or falling markets or in any 
particular investment styles. It offers clients an independent, objective source of investment research, forecasts and 
advice, in contrast to the bias often exhibited in brokerage firm material and salesmanship. Since its founding in 2000 
IFI has delivered an average, across the board forecasting success rate of 66% and has outperformed its peers (Wall 
Street strategists) 61% of the time.  

Richard Salsman is founder, president and chief market strategist. Prior to IFI he 
was senior economist at H.C. Wainwright Economics, Inc. (1993-1999) and from 
1981 to 1992 a banker and capital markets specialist at the Bank of New York  
and Citibank. Mr. Salsman has authored numerous articles and is an expert in  
market history, economics, forecasting, and investment strategy. His work has 
appeared in the Wall Street Journal, Investor’s Business Daily, Barron’s, Forbes, 
National Post (Canada) and the Economist. In addition, he has authored three 
books—Gold and Liberty (1995), Breaking the Banks: Central Banking Problems 
and Free Banking Solutions (1990), The Political Economy of Public Debt: Three 
Centuries of Theory and Evidence (2017) —plus many chapters in edited books. 
Salsman speaks regularly at conferences, investment gatherings and universities. 
He earned his B.A. in Law and Economics from Bowdoin College (1981), his 
M.B.A. in Economics from the Stern School of Business at NYU (1988), and his 
Ph.D. from Duke University in Political Economy (2012). In 1993 he earned the 

designation of Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) from the Association for Investment Management and Research. 
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